AMERICAN FASCISTS TEACH THE WORLD THE DEMOCRACY
https://youtu.be/ZWzkgKPZWcw
To suppress a peaceful demonstration in Los Angeles in 1992, 9,000 police officers, 10,000 National Guard
personnel, 3,300 U.S. Army and Marine Corps, 1,000 FBI officers, armored vehicles, combat and police
helicopters were deployed. Fire was launched to kill, 50 to 100 people were killed, more than 11,000 people
were arrested. About 500 people from the number of detainees received from 25 years and up to life
imprisonment. There were no complaints from the UN and the international community. Officials guilty of
using force against peaceful demonstrators were not punished.
US police regularly kill civilians on the slightest suspicion of having guns, even children with toy pistols. The
American court is usually on the side of the police. US police regularly beat detainees.
Let me remind you: during the Second World War, the United States supplied Hitler with strategic goods.
More than 2 million people killed in US terrorist operations in the Middle East.
Over 12 years of US military operations in the Middle East, 1.3 million people were killed there. This is the
number of victims in only three countries - Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan, according to a report by the
international organization Physicians For Social Responsibility ("Doctors for Social Responsibility" "), which
received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1985.
In Iraq during the American military operation killed about a million people, about 5% of the country's civilian
population, 220 thousand people who died in Afghanistan and 80 thousand in Pakistan. The organization notes
that these figures do not include the death toll due to the joint operations of the United States and its allies in
Yemen and Syria, so the possible number of victims will exceed two million.
In addition, the report noted that approximately 3 million residents of Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan fled the
country after the NATO bombing.
“The figures obtained are approximately 10 times higher than those provided by official statistics and operated
by the main media and experts,” the report says. For example, Yakov Kadmi calls the figure of the dead Iraqi
people at 200 thousand.
In 2001, an American journalist Z. Grossman published the results of his study of US military interventions
from 1890 to 2001 in the archives of the Library of Congress. For 111 years, the American highest race has
organized 134 military conflicts, 1.15 aggressions per year. During the Cold War - 1.29 aggressions per year,
after the fall of the Berlin Wall - 2 aggressions per year. Only after World War II, the United States overthrew
50 governments that it did not like.
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